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Scalable approach to quantum simulation via projection-based embedding
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Owing to the computational complexity of electronic structure algorithms running on classical digital com-
puters, the range of molecular systems amenable to simulation remains tightly circumscribed even after many
decades of work. Many believe quantum computers will transcend such limitations although in the current era
the size and noise of these devices militates against significant progress. Here we describe a chemically intuitive
approach that permits a subdomain of a molecule’s electronic structure to be calculated accurately on a quantum
device, while the rest of the molecule is described at a lower level of accuracy using density functional theory
running on a classical computer. We demonstrate that this approach produces improved results for molecules that
cannot be simulated fully on current quantum computers but which can be resolved classically at a cheaper level
of approximation. The algorithm is tunable, so that the size of the quantum simulation can be adjusted to run on
available quantum resources. Therefore, as quantum devices become larger, this method will enable increasingly
large subdomains to be studied accurately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing is anticipated to enable accurate simu-
lation of chemical systems beyond the capabilities of classical
methods. Whether this aim will be achieved with so-called
noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) processors is still
to be seen [1–4]. While devices are improving rapidly, NISQ
applications also require algorithmic tools to mitigate noise
and reduce required qubit counts.

Embedding procedures work by first partitioning a system
and then applying differing levels of theory to each region. An
accurate but computationally expensive method is applied to
a small active region [5,6]. The surrounding environment is
handled with a more efficient but approximate method. This
allows some of the physically relevant detail to be captured
while avoiding the computational cost of accurately simulat-
ing the entire system. However, even for fairly small active
regions, exact classical simulation using the full configura-
tion interaction (FCI) method quickly becomes unfeasible due
problem scaling exponentially with system size [7]. For such
problems, the number of Slater determinants scales as

(M
N

)
, for

N electrons and M orbitals [4].
The current “gold standard” in conventional quantum

chemistry is coupled cluster (CC) theory, which offers a good
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accuracy-to-cost ratio and reduces this factorial complexity
[8,9]. The CC singles and doubles (CCSD) method scales as
O(M6) [10]. The CCSD(T), which treats the triple excitations
perturbatively, scales as O(M7) in time [4]. This still imposes
practical limitations on system size while imperfectly approx-
imating the effects of correlation [11]. Therefore, classical
embedding methods still inevitably inherit the shortcomings
of such methods, even within a smaller active region. In short,
accurately simulating quantum effects at large scale remains
elusive.

Quantum computers can efficiently represent the state of
general quantum systems and provide a practical way to
perform quantum chemistry simulations in polynomial time
[12]; however, this approach will only be possible in the
fault-tolerant regime, as it requires the quantum phase esti-
mation (QPE) algorithm [13] which cannot be implemented
on current NISQ quantum computers [14,15]. There are, how-
ever, still open questions regarding the advantage of using
quantum computers for chemistry simulations [16]. Quantum
algorithms designed for NISQ devices, such as the variational
quantum eigensolver (VQE) [17], allow quantum systems to
be studied using present-day hardware; however, this is lim-
ited by the current quality and quantity of qubits. To date, the
largest chemical VQE simulations are a 12-qubit study of a
H12 chain [18] and a 12-qubit simulation of Li2O [19].

By embedding a wave-function simulation calculated on
a quantum computer into a larger classical simulation, we
can mitigate some of the shortfalls of classical hardware in
describing quantum systems, while requiring fewer qubits and
shorter quantum circuits than full-system quantum simulation.
This will allow systems normally too large to study at the
wave-function level to be modeled via a multiscale approach.
In this way, embedding can serve as an algorithmic tool to
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mitigate the shortcomings of quantum and classical pro-
cessors, thereby providing novel results. Additionally, as
embedding methods may utilize fault-tolerant quantum sim-
ulation methods, they will continue to facilitate the study
of systems larger than would otherwise be possible. Hybrid
embedding methods published to date include wave function
in density functional theory (DFT) [20,21], density matrix em-
bedding theory (DMET) [22–24], and Dynamical Mean-Field
Theory (DMFT) [25–27] approaches.

We reformulate the projection-based embedding method,
which enables the application of quantum algorithms to
molecules of arbitrary size while consistently improving on
the results of full-system DFT. This method outputs a Hamil-
tonian which can be solved using any suitable NISQ or
fault-tolerant quantum algorithm, thus augmenting the use-
fulness of quantum processors in general. We anticipate that
by targeting quantum processors at regions with strong cor-
relation, hybrid embedding will enable novel results. This
concept has been utilized in other works, where a smaller em-
bedded qubit Hamiltonian is produced and solved; however,
the underlying theory and assumptions are different for each
hybrid model [20,28,29]. The method presented in this work
is distinct from these.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we cover the necessary background on
the projection-based embedding technique and discuss the
molecular orbital (MO) localization methods considered in
this work.

A. Projection-based embedding

Quantum embedding schemes for electronic structure
problems aim to reduce the computational cost of a prob-
lem by dividing a molecular problem into smaller (and so
less-costly) subsystems [30]. In this paper, we employ the
projection-based embedding (PBE) method, first proposed by
Manby et al. [31], that offers a practical way to implement
formally exact quantum embedding. At a high level, a molec-
ular problem is split into an active and an environment region.
The active system is then solved at a more accurate (and
thus computationally more expensive) level of theory than the
environment. The PBE method allows rigorous embedding of
either a wave-function (WF) subsystem into a self-consistent
field (SCF) environment (WF-in-SCF embedding) or an SCF
subsystem description in an SCF environment (SCF-in-SCF
embedding). Here the SCF method should be thought of as
Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham DFT (KS-DFT). We summarize
the important details of this model here, where the environ-
ment SCF calculation is performed using KS-DFT.

To begin, an initial KS-DFT calculation of the entire sys-
tem is carried out using a low (cheap) level of theory. This
yields a set of MOs {ψi(�r)|i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. Each MO is
formed from a linear combination of K known atomic orbital
(AO) basis functions {φ j (�r)| j = 1, 2, . . . , K}:

ψi(�r) =
K∑

j=1

C jiφ j (�r), (1)

where C is a matrix of MO coefficients. In general, the AO
basis functions φ j (�r) are not orthonormal. We can see this by
the (K × K ) overlap matrix:

Sμν = 〈φμ|φν〉 =
∫

d�r φμ(�r)∗φν (�r). (2)

If S is the identity matrix then all the AO basis functions
are orthonormal; however, in general this is not the case.
However, linear combinations of these nonorthogonal AOs,
given by the columns of C, construct orthogonal MOs ψi(�r),
i.e., C†SC = I.

In order to partition the molecular problem into active
and environment parts, these canonical MOs ψi must first be
localized and assigned to a subsystem. This can be done by
different localization methods (described in further detail in
Appendix A). In effect, we use a unitary transform U (defined
by the localization procedure) to spatially localize each ψi

as much as possible. The reasoning behind this is introduced
next.

Lehtola and Jónsson noted that “total energy in both
Hartree-Fock and KS-DFT is invariant under a unitary
transformation of the occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual
blocks” [32]. This is true because the Hartree-Fock and KS-
DFT wave functions are approximated as a single Slater
determinant. From linear algebra, it is well known that the
determinant of a matrix product is given by the product
of their determinants, i.e., for general matrices det(AB) =
det(A) det(B). Using this property and the fact that the de-
terminant of the identity matrix is det(I) = 1, given a unitary
matrix V, where V†V = I , we obtain the following:

1 = det(I) = det(V†V) = det(V†) det(V)

= det(V)∗ det(V) = | det(V)|2.
(3)

This implies that the determinant of any unitary matrix must
have a value of eiθ , as |eiθ | = 1. Therefore, acting with a
unitary will leave the Slater determinant unchanged up to a
global phase and so observable quantities of the wave function
will be unchanged. Thus the solution of an SCF problem can
be described by a set of different (unitarily) rotated orbitals.
Such a unitary rotation U can be used to spatially localize each
MO ψi as much as possible. The form of U is defined by a
particular localization procedure and there are many methods
based on different localization criteria. We denote these or-
bitals as localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) or ψLMO

i . The
matrix of orbital coefficients for these localized orbitals is
given by the columns of CLMO defined as

CLMO = CU. (4)

This construction ensures the orthonormality condition
of each molecular orbital is still conserved, i.e.,
(CLMO)

†
SCLMO = I. We see this via the following proof:

(CLMO)†SCLMO = U†C†SCU

= U†IU = IU†U

= I.

(5)
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This construction allows for U to be determined from C and
CLMO:

(CLMO)†SCLMO = U†C†SCLMO = I

⇒ U = C†SCLMO
(6)

by multiplying on the left with U. The reason we include
Eq. (6) is that sometimes quantum chemistry packages only
return CLMO without U.

In summary, we get the following mapping from canonical
to localized molecular orbitals:

ψi(�r) =
K∑

j=1

C jiφ j (�r) �→ ψLMO
i =

K∑
j=1

[CU] jiφ j (�r)

=
K∑

j=1

CLMO
ji φ j (�r).

(7)

Next we show how the charge density remains unchanged.
For a closed-shell molecule, described by a single determi-

nant wave function, each MO ψi contains two electrons and
thus the total charge density is [7]

ρ(�r) = 2
N/2∑
i=1

ψ∗
i (�r)ψi(�r)

= 2
N/2∑
i=1

(
K∑

ν=1

C∗
νiφ

∗
ν (�r)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ∗

i (�r)

K∑
μ=1

Cμiφμ(�r)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψi (�r)

)

=
K∑

μ=1

K∑
ν=1

[
2

N/2∑
i=1

CμiC∗
νi

]
φ∗

ν (�r)φμ(�r)

=
K∑

μ=1

K∑
ν=1

γμνφ
∗
ν (�r)φμ(�r).

(8)

Here the square brackets define the density matrix γμν (de-
fined in the AO basis),

γμν = 2
N/2∑
i=1

CμiC
†
νi, (9)

that for a set of basis function {φ j (�r)| j = 1, 2, . . . , K} fully
specifies the charge density ρ(�r) [7]. The sum runs over N/2,
as these are the occupied MOs of a closed-shell calculation.
The whole matrix can be obtained as γ total = 2Cocc(Cocc)†,
where occ denotes only using the occupied columns of the C
matrix [the first N/2 columns, indexed by i in Eq. (9)]. In the
localized basis, the density matrix remains unchanged as

γ total = 2Cocc(Cocc)†

= 2
[
CLMO

occ U†
] [

U
(
CLMO

occ

)†]
= 2CLMO

occ

(
CLMO

occ

)†
.

(10)

Given a set of localized molecular orbitals, we partition
them into two subsystems denoted act (active) and env (en-
vironment). There are different methods to do so and we
summarize our approach in Appendix A. Overall we generate
a set of (occupied) LMO indices K and L for the active and

environment subsystems, respectively. The resulting charge
density for each subsystem can then be written as

γ act
μν = 2

∑
k∈K

CLMO
μk

(
CLMO

νk

)†
, (11a)

γ env
μν = 2

∑
l∈L

CLMO
μl

(
CLMO

νl

)†
, (11b)

for closed-shell calculations. The set K ∪ L contains all the
occupied molecular orbital indices.

The total system electron density is written as a sum of
subsystem densities:

γ total = γ act + γ env

= 2CLMO
K

(
CLMO

K
)† + 2CLMO

L
(
CLMO

L
)†

= 2CLMO
occ

(
CLMO

occ

)†
.

(12)

The number of electrons will also be split according to ntotal
e =

nact
e + nenv

e = Tr(Sγ act ) + Tr(Sγ env) = Tr(Sγ total ), where Tr
denotes the trace operation.

The energy of the full system can be found from its com-
ponents via [33]

E [γ act, γ env] = Tr(γ acthcore) + g(γ act )︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy of isolated act system

+ Tr(γ envhcore) + g(γ env)︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy of isolated env system

+ g(γ act, γ env)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonadditive two-electron energy

. (13)

Here hcore is the one-electron core Hamiltonian and g groups
the two-electron terms—Coulomb and exchange for Hartree-
Fock and exchange-correlation for DFT. The nonadditive two-
electron energy is given by

g(γ act, γ env) = g(γ act + γ env) − g(γ act ) − g(γ env), (14)

and accounts for the interaction between subsystems [33].
Next we want to solve the active system using a higher

(more accurate) level of theory. The effect of the interaction
between the active and environment subsystems is accounted
for by additional terms in the core Hamiltonian. The Fock
matrix for the active system embedded in the environment
system is [31]

Fact
emb = hcore + Vemb + Penv

proj + g
(
γ act

emb

)
= hemb + g

(
γ act

emb

)
,

(15)

where

Vemb = g(γ act + γ env) − g(γ act ), (16a)

hemb = hcore + Vemb + Penv
proj. (16b)

The embedding potential Vemb describes all the interac-
tions (nonadditive part) between the active and environment
subsystems [34]. Due to the subsystem densities [Eq. (12)]
being constructed from disjoint subsets of orthogonal orbitals,
the normally difficult-to-evaluate nonadditive kinetic potential
(NAKP) terms [35] are exactly zero [31,34,36].

Penv
proj is a projection operator that enforces intersubsystem

(orbital) orthogonality. There are different ways to define this
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operator and we consider two in this work. The first definition
was proposed by Manby et al. [31]. They use a parameter
(μ) to shift the orbital energies of the environment to high
energies—effectively meaning they will never be occupied.
This projector is defined as

(Penv
μ )i j = μ

〈
ψLMO

i

∣∣Penv
∣∣ψLMO

j

〉
= μ[Sγ envS]i j,

(17)

where μ is some large integer and S is the AO overlap matrix.
Penv is a projector defined as

Penv =
∑
l∈L

∣∣ψLMO
l

〉〈
ψLMO

l

∣∣. (18)

Here we use the notation l ∈ L to mean the sum over the set
of occupied MO indices for the environment orbitals. It has
been shown that μ is numerically robust and can usually be
set to μ = 106 [31,33]. In the limit that μ → ∞ this method
is exact, as the environment orbitals will be pushed to infinite
energy and thus will never be occupied. The action of this
operator with the Fock matrix is

(F + Penv
μ )

∣∣ψLMO
k

〉 = εact
k

∣∣ψLMO
k

〉
, (19a)

(F + Penv
μ )

∣∣ψLMO
l

〉 = (
εenv

l + μ
)∣∣ψLMO

l

〉
≈ +μ

∣∣ψLMO
l

〉
. (19b)

Again, k ∈ K and l ∈ L are occupied LMOs of the active
and environment subsystems, respectively. Qualitatively the
orbital energies of the active system are left unchanged and
the orbitals for the environment are pushed to very high ener-
gies as μ  εenv

l —effectively suppressing transitions to these
states and stopping hybridization.

The second approach, proposed by Kallay et al. [37], is to
use the Huzinaga projector [38,39]:

Penv
Huz = −(FPenv + PenvF)

= − 1
2 (Fγ envS + Sγ envF).

(20)

Note that the − 1
2 prefactor is needed for closed-shell systems.

This operator enforces orthogonality of the occupied orbitals
of each subsystem [40]. The form of this operator increases
the orbital energy for the occupied environment orbitals and
leaves the active system unchanged. We write its action
formally as(

F + Penv
Huz

)∣∣ψLMO
k

〉 = εact
k

∣∣ψLMO
k

〉
, (21a)(

F + Penv
Huz

)∣∣ψLMO
l

〉 = (
εenv

l − 2εenv
l

)∣∣ψLMO
l

〉
= −1εenv

l

∣∣ψLMO
l

〉
. (21b)

It is usually the case that for the occupied molecular
orbitals εenv

l is negative and so Eq. (21b) shows how the envi-
ronment εenv

l orbitals are normally shifted to positive energies
and thus will not be filled. If any occupied MO has a positive
εenv

l , then Eq. (20) can be modified to treat such systems cor-
rectly; this operator is known as the “Fermi-shifted Huzinaga
operator” [41]. Both the μ shift and Huzinaga projectors work
by the same logic, increasing the energy level of environment
orbitals to suppress transitions from the active region. In prac-
tice they therefore give similar results. However, the Huzinaga

formalism guarantees that [Penv
Huz, Fact

emb] = 0 and removes the
parameter needed by the μ-shift method [42].

The energy of the active system embedded in the environ-
ment is given by

E
[
γ act

emb; γ act, γ env
] = E[γ act

emb] + E [γenv] + g(γ act, γ env)

+ Tr
((

γ act
emb − γ act

)(
Vemb + Penv

proj

))
,

(22)

colloquially denoted as a DFT-in-DFT calculation.
We use the same notation as Claudino and Mayhall [33],

where E differs from E as it allows for different functionals
to be applied and is computed from the embedded density
matrix of the active system. Note that Eq. (15) is solved self-
consistently to give γ act

emb. Equation (22) reduces to Eq. (13) for
the case that the active and environment regions are treated at
the same level of theory [33].

Importantly E[γ act
emb] = Tr(γ act

embhcore) + g(γ act
emb) and does

not involve Vemb or Penv
proj. The final term in Eq. (22) is a

first-order correction that accounts for the difference between
g(γ act, γ env) and g(γ act

emb, γ
env), and corrects for the fact that in

general γ act �= γ act
emb [43].

This projection-based embedding approach then allows for
the active system to be treated using some wave-function level
of theory and therefore studied using a quantum computer.
The electronic energy for this is given by [33]

E
[
	act

emb;γ act, γ env
] = 〈

	act
emb

∣∣Hemb

∣∣	act
emb

〉 + E [γenv]

+ g(γ act, γ env) − Tr
(
γ act

(
Vemb + Penv

proj

))
. (23)

Importantly Hemb = hemb + g(	act
emb), where g(	act

emb) is the
two-electron operator for a given wave-function method and
hemb is the embedded core Hamiltonian [Eq. (16b)] which
depends on γ act and γ env [44]. As the embedding terms have
been included in Hemb, the final correction term is therefore
slightly different from Eq. (22) [43]. The wave-function calcu-
lation in Eq. (23) includes contributions from (Vemb + Penv

proj ),
similar to Tr(γ act

emb(Vemb + Penv
proj )). The correction therefore

only requires subtracting Tr(γ act(Vemb + Penv
proj )), unlike in

Eq. (22), where E does not use (Vemb + Penv
proj ) to calculate the

energy of the active system.

B. MO localization methods

In this work, we only use the subsystem projected AO
decomposition (SPADE) and intrinsic bonding orbitals (IBOs)
localized molecular orbitals [33,45]. The motivation for using
SPADE is primarily that it does not require a parametrized
heuristic to determine the active and environment subsystems.
Furthermore, there are two main benefits of the SPADE ap-
proach. First, the singular values are analogous to occupation
numbers. This is due to the similarity with a natural population
analysis, which has been shown to avoid some of the flaws
of the Mulliken analysis [33,46]. Second, the SPADE orbital
construction involves a projector onto the set of orthogonal
AOs associated with the atoms in the active subsystem. This
differs from most localization schemes that attempt to localize
orbitals in atoms or bonds, whereas SPADE orbitals are local
only in the sense that they remain in their native subsystems,
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which is one of the requirements for successful embedding
[33].

IBOs were used as they only depend on the intrinsic
atomic orbital charges, rather than Mulliken charges which
change erratically depending on the basis set used [45].
IBOs are therefore always well defined, whereas other local-
ization methods—such as Pipek-Mezey orbitals [47], which
depend on the Mulliken charges [48]—are unphysically tied
to the basis set used [45]. For the IBO approach, we calculate
the percentage of the ith LMO over atoms a user defines
as the active subsystem. Any LMO that has a percentage
higher than a threshold (here 95%) was assigned to the active
region. The SPADE approach does not require this predefined
threshold hyperparameter. However, it does use a function
of the molecular orbital coefficient matrix. In practice, these
methods give similar active orbitals when a single atom is
selected as the active region; however, SPADE tends to in-
clude a greater number of orbitals when multiple atoms are
active. Additionally, increasing the number of active atoms
does not necessarily increase the size of the active space found
by SPADE. Further details on both approaches are given in
Appendix A.

The effects of different localization methods for this
embedding method, such as Pipek-Mezey (PM) [47], Foster-
Boys (FB) [49], Edmiston-Ruedenberg (ER) [50] and fourth
moment (FM) localization [51], would be an interesting area
to explore. Our software package Nbed can run any method
given by PySCF, and users can also build their own localiza-
tion strategies themselves [52].

III. METHOD

We studied the performance of our wave-function
projection-based embedding method on a selected set of
molecular systems. We have developed a PYTHON package,
Nbed, that utilizes the PySCF and Openfermion quantum
chemistry packages to build each embedded model [53,54].
The package outputs a qubit Hamiltonian for the wave-
function portion of an embedded problem and the classical
energy corrections from density functional theory. This is
freely available for use on GitHub [52].

For all calculations presented, the minimal STO-3G basis
set was employed. Each global DFT calculation performed,
prior to orbital localization, used the B3LYP5 functional. The
IBO or SPADE localization procedures are used in order to
isolate the molecular orbitals to the active and environment
subsystems from preselected active atoms [33,45]. For the
IBO procedure, in order to assign the active and environment
molecular orbitals, we calculate the percentage of the ith LMO
over atoms a user defines as the active subsystem. Any LMO
that has a percentage higher than a predefined threshold (we
used 95%) is assigned to the active region. Appendix A goes
into further detail on each localization strategy. We performed
both the μ-shift and Huzinaga methods for each. A Hartree-
Fock calculation for the active system, using the modified core
Hamiltonian [Eq. (16b)], was performed for each molecular
system. The second quantized molecular Hamiltonian was
then constructed with Openfermion and converted to a qubit
Hamiltonian using the in-built Jordan-Wigner transformation
[55]. Post-Hartree-Fock (HF) methods were performed with

PySCF. The frozen core approximation was not used and
all virtual orbitals were included in the wave-function cal-
culations. Only the occupied environment molecular orbitals
were removed from the wave-function calculations of the ac-
tive systems. To achieve this, the columns of C (the matrix
of MO coefficients) associated with the environment were
masked and not considered by further post-HF methods on
the embedded active system (the WF part of a WF-in-DFT
calculation). The removal of these (occupied) environment
orbitals is what gives a qubit reduction (when constructing
the second quantized molecular Hamiltonian). We note that
this removal approach is slightly different from the implemen-
tation of Chulhai and Goodpaster [42], where these orbitals
are left in the embedded calculation. Our approach is justified
as the environment MOs have been projected out of the SCF
problem. More qualitatively, in Chulhai and Goodpaster’s ap-
proach the results of the Huzinaga and μ-shifted approaches
are very similar [42]. For the μ-shifted approach, the occupied
environment orbitals are shifted to such high energies that they
remain unoccupied in subsequent post-HF calculations. This
is not the case for the Huzinaga method but, as it gives similar
results to the μ-shifted technique, removing the associated
(occupied environment) orbitals of the Huzinaga method falls
in line with them not being able to be occupied in the μ-shifted
approach.

For the single-point electronic structure calculations we
perform a CCSD-in-DFT calculation (active subsystem
treated at the CCSD level). Each result is then compared to
full-system CCSD(T) calculations. Each molecular geometry
was obtained from PubChem [56]. The potential energy sur-
face of an OH bond stretching in water was calculated using
FCI-in-DFT, where the embedded molecular Hamiltonian at
each geometry was diagonalized to find the ground-state en-
ergy of the active system. This was compared to a full-system
FCI calculation at each step. As the PBE model requires
a full-system DFT calculation to determine the active and
environment subsystems, we also report these DFT results.
Whilst we have applied this method here to the OH functional
group in water, we note that this projection-based embedding
method generalizes to other functional groups and molecular
fragments as seen in Refs. [33,41,42].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following sections, we apply our model to different
molecular systems.

A. Molecular ground-state energy

In order to assess the ability of the embedding procedure,
we selected a test bed of molecular structures, which are
summarized in Fig. 1. The active atoms considered at a more
expensive level of theory are highlighted in green. The choice
of these molecules was motivated by selecting compounds
commonly encountered by chemists. To date, most quantum
computing studies consider only the smallest molecular sys-
tems (often H2, LiH, and BeH2) [17,58,59], due to current
quantum computing constraints—low numbers of qubits and
high error rates. The goal of this paper is to show that this
embedding approach will allow larger systems to be studied
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FIG. 1. Planar representations of the molecules used in embedding calculations. Atoms shaded in green were selected as active for local-
ization procedures. Images were generated using MolView [57]. (a) N-methylmethanamine, (b) acetaldehyde, (c) acetonitrile, (d) ethanamine,
(e) ethanol, (f) fluoroethane, (g) formamide, (h) water (fixed bond active), and (i) water (stretching bond active).

on such devices. Figure 2 reports the results for SPADE local-
ized CCSD-in-DFT embedding molecular ground state energy
calculations for the molecules in Fig. 1. Numerical values of
these results are available in Appendix D along with results
for the same calculations using IBO localized orbitals.

The embedded FCI Hamiltonians (describing the active re-
gion) output using both localization methods was significantly
reduced in number of terms and qubit counts compared to
the full-system FCI Hamiltonian. However, they still exceed
the limit of what is practical to exactly solve using classical
computers. We therefore performed classical CCSD-in-DFT
calculations, the results of which are given in Fig. 1(a). Our
results show increased accuracy in CCSD-in-DFT calculated
molecular ground-state energies, compared to full-system
DFT. We benchmarked these approaches compared to full-
system CCSD(T), as full-system FCI was not possible. The
metric |
E | = |Eexpt − ECCSD(T)| was used to approximate the
true error |
Etrue| = |Eexpt − EFCI|, where Eexpt is the ground-
state energy calculated via different procedures as specified
and ECCSD(T) is a full-system CCSD(T) reference ground-state
energy that is used to approximate each (full-system) FCI
ground-state energy EFCI. Our results show that PBE em-
bedding gives ground-state energies closer to the reference
value, namely, the full-system CCSD(T) energy. It is known
that different DFT functionals will give different ground-state

densities and thus energies [60]; however, there will always
be a true ground-state wave function and energy. The results in
Fig. 2 show that we can improve on the results of a DFT calcu-
lation by getting closer to the ground-state energy; in our case
we approximate with CCSD(T). Qualitatively, we attribute the
improvement of our PBE method to it including different cor-
relation effects not captured by the DFT calculation. Further
evidence of this will be seen in the next section on strong
correlation.

Typically, results for the μ-shift and Huzinaga projectors
are very similar. This is expected as the active and environ-
ment subsystems were described in the supermolecular basis
in our implementation of PBE [37,42]. If the subsystems were
described in an alternate basis, it has been shown that the Huz-
inaga operator outperforms the μ-shift approach [42]. In our
results, the Huzinaga projector usually produces marginally
more accurate energies compared to the μ-shifted implemen-
tation. We attribute this to the Huzinaga approach being based
on a formally exact embedding, while the μ-shift embedding
is approximate due to a finite shift value being used.

The number of qubits describing the embedded FCI Hamil-
tonian (of a FCI-in-DFT problem) will be the same between
the embedding methods [Fig. 1(b)]. This is due to the number
of qubits depending on how many spin orbitals are considered
in the embedded active system. In this work, only the occupied
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FIG. 2. Results for embedding of small molecules (Fig. 1) using the SPADE localization method. Bar chart (a) reports the ground-state
energy error for small molecules compared to full-system CCSD(T): |
E | = |Eexpt − ECCSD(T)|. For the blue result Eexpt is the full-system
DFT (B3LYP) ground-state energy, for the orange result Eexpt gives the μ-shift CCSD-in-DFT embedding energy, and for the grey result
Eexpt is the Huzinaga CCSD-in-DFT embedding energy. (b) The number of qubits needed to describe the embedded Hamiltonian, with the
reference showing the number required for the full-system FCI Hamiltonian. (c) The number of terms in the Jordan-Wigner encoded embedded
FCI-in-DFT Hamiltonian for each molecule with the blue bar representing the number of terms in the FCI Hamiltonian of the full system.

molecular orbitals of the environment are removed from the
embedded active subsystem WF calculations (which leads to
a qubit reduction). To further reduce the qubit count, virtual
(unoccupied) molecular orbitals should also be removed from
the embedded active subsystem calculations. This requires
partitioning of the virtual space between the active and en-
vironment subsystems. Recent work by Yuan and co-workers
shows that truncating the virtual space can still give reliable
estimates of both energies and molecular properties and we
anticipate that this result will also be found if virtual en-
vironment orbitals are removed from the active embedded
subsystem [61]. We leave this to future work, but note that
it could lead to a significant further reduction in the number
of qubits.

The number of terms in the Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit
FCI Hamiltonian of the embedded WF problem (FCI-in-DFT

problem), |H |, is typically very similar between the two pro-
jection methods, as shown in Fig. 1(c). This is expected as the
number of molecular orbitals used to describe the embedded
problem is the same between the different projection methods.

In comparing the two localization methods, we find that
for acetonitrile and formamide, SPADE and IBO partition
the active system in a similar way. This results in a similar
number of active MOs and hence the ground-state estimation
and resource requirements are very similar for these systems.
For the majority of the molecules we study, SPADE includes
more MOs, resulting in significantly more accurate ground-
state energies while still reducing the size of the Hamiltonian.
However, by reducing the threshold for assigning the localized
MOs from IBO to the active region, additional MOs could be
included, giving a similar result. See Appendix D for further
details.
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FIG. 3. Potential energy curve for H2O, with changing OH bond length. Active (act) stretch result has the changing OH bond as the active
region and environment (env) stretch result has the fixed OH bond selected as the active region. These results use SPADE localization. For
each data set the full problem is reduced from 14 to 12 qubits, with the number of active MOs being four in all cases. The top plot reports the
log10 error with respect to the exact FCI ground-state energy (EFCI) of the whole system, where |
E | = |Eexpt − EFCI|. Here Eexpt is obtained
from an FCI-in-DFT calculation. The bottom plot reports the number of terms in each Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian. The blue
result gives the size of the full-system Hamiltonian, the orange and yellow results are for μ-shifted embedded Hamiltonians, while the grey
and black results are for the Huzinaga embedded Hamiltonians. Numerical details are available in Appendix E.

B. Strong correlation

The impact of active region selection is demonstrated by
our results shown in Fig. 3, where SPADE localization was
used in the embedding calculations (results for IBO local-
ization are provided in Appendix E). We consider the bond
dissociation of an OH bond in water, where at high bond
lengths, a correlated state is created [62,63]. We perform
projection-based FCI-in-DFT calculations, at different molec-
ular geometries, for two different active regions. One has the
atoms in the fixed OH bond set active and the other has the
atoms in the changing OH bond set active. We show this
pictorially in Figs. 1(h) and 1(i). These results are compared
to full-system FCI calculations. At near-equilibrium bond
lengths, we see a similar performance between the differ-
ent active systems (Fig. 3). This is due to the symmetrical

structure of H2O; hence at low bond lengths there is little
difference between the two active regions. In fact, the third
data point gives results for the scenario where both OH bonds
are the same length and consequently is why the results for the
different active regions are the same here. However, in the cor-
related regime—at large bond lengths—selecting the active
region to encompass the stretched atoms leads to significant
improvements in energy calculation over DFT alone. This
is due to correlation being effectively captured in the wave-
function calculation. In contrast, the full DFT calculation is
plagued by deficiencies of current approximate exchange-
correlation functionals [64,65]. We see in Fig. 3 that the
global DFT calculation overestimates the bond dissociation
energy. This problem is attributed to static correlation [64].
As there is no systematic way to improve the approximate
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exchange-correlation functionals, the way forward to describe
such systems may be hybrid quantum-classical embedding.
Here quantum processors could be exploited most effectively
by application to only those regions of a molecule that are
highly correlated.

These results also show the importance of active region
selection in an embedded wavefunction calculation. There
are two main factors that need to be considered. The first is
that the nonadditive two-electron energy, although in principle
exact with the true exchange-correlation functional, is approx-
imated and thus leads to missing off-diagonal information
resulting in errors [5]. The active region must therefore be
chosen to minimize this where possible, which in practice
can be hard to do. Second, a highly correlated active region
would benefit the most from a higher-level wave-function
calculation, be it FCI, CCSD, or a quantum algorithm such
as VQE or QPE. It is well known that static correlation effects
are present during bond dissociation and required to describe
certain transition-metal species [66–69]. To formalize a more
mathematical way to determine when static correlation oc-
curs, we recommend using common diagnostic tools such as
the T1 [70] and D1 [71] measures. A review of these and alter-
nate techniques can be found in Ref. [72]. These techniques
can be used to select an active region in a more informed
manner.

Finally, we note that all the DFT calculations performed
in this work were restricted. At large bond lengths, it is
known that spin-unrestricted calculations can often better de-
scribe bond dissociation; however, the major drawback of the
method is spurious symmetry breaking [73]. Bearing this in
mind, our results show that WF embedding combined with
a restricted calculation can still capture major correlation
effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For a small collection of molecules, too large to study
completely (full system) on currently available quantum hard-
ware, we have shown that the PBE method allows a smaller
active system to be studied using less resources on a quantum
computer and the calculated energies of such embedding cal-
culations are closer to the “gold standard” CCSD(T) of the full
system compared to full-system DFT. Furthermore, we have
shown its ability to capture the effects of strong correlation by
investigating the bond dissociation of H2O.

We use the projection-based embedding technique [31] to
reduce the size of an electronic structure calculation studied
at the wave-function level. The molecular problem is split into
active and environment parts, each solved using different lev-
els of theory. The active part is treated using a wave-function
approach and an embedded qubit Hamiltonian is generated.
Solving this provides EWF

act = 〈	act
emb|Hemb|	act

emb〉. The whole
system and environment are treated using density functional
theory and the overall electronic energy is found via an addi-
tive procedure [42–44]. This is similar to the ONIOM (which
stands for “our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and
molecular mechanics”) subtractive framework [74]. What is
included in the active region can be modified and thus the size
of the quantum problem varied. This allows users to tune their

FIG. 4. Results of cyclopentane embedding, with increasing
numbers of carbon atoms assigned to the active region. For each,
IBO localization is shown in blue and SPADE in orange; results for
the μ-shift and Huzinaga projectors are overlapping and indistin-
guishable. Different projectors do not give noticeably distinct results.
(a) Ground-state energy. (b) Number of occupied molecular orbitals
assigned to the active region. (c) Number of qubits in the output
Hamiltonian. (d) Number of terms in the Jordan-Wigner encoded
qubit Hamiltonian.

problem to available hardware and so it is possible to simulate
large molecular problems on small quantum devices.
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FIG. 5. Results for embedding of small molecules using the IBO localization method. (a) Ground-state energies error for small molecules,
with full-system DFT energy error as reference, μ-shift CCSD-in-DFT embedding energy in orange, and Huzinaga CCSD-in-DFT embedding
in grey. All error values are calculated with respect to whole-system CCSD(T) energies. (b) The number of qubits required to describe the
embedded FCI-in-DFT Hamiltonians, with reference showing the number required for the full-system FCI Hamiltonian. (c) The number of
terms in the Jordan-Wigner encoded FCI-in-DFT qubit Hamiltonian for each molecule. Again the reference gives the number needed for the
full-system FCI Hamiltonian.

As this approach generates an embedded qubit Hamilto-
nian, it is agnostic to the quantum algorithm used to solve
Hemb. NISQ-friendly approaches such as the VQE algorithm
can therefore be used, but also fault-tolerant methods such as
QPE [12,17].

Moreover, as our method outputs a qubit Hamiltonian,
different resource reduction techniques can be used in
conjunction with it; for example, the contextual-subspace
approach of Kirby and Love [75], or the entanglement
forging approach of Eddins et al. [63]. Similarly, the
Z2 symmetries of the problem can also be removed
via qubit tapering [76]. Approaches to improve near-term
NISQ calculations can also be used (for example, see
Refs. [77–79]).

As our method does not rely on imposing constraints on
the system studied or costly parameter fitting, it may be

reasonably combined with other hybridization techniques
which do [20,80].

Further work is planned to develop this method. As
significant resource reduction is achieved by localization
of only the occupied orbitals, virtual orbital localization
could lead to a greater reduction in computational resources
[81]. In the context of this work, if virtual LMOs are in-
cluded in the active and environment subsystems, respectively,
then the number of qubits will reduce by how many are in-
cluded in the environment. This will also have the effect of
decreasing the total number of Pauli operators in the associ-
ated embedded qubit Hamiltonian.

We anticipate that our code will allow researchers to study
molecules of real chemical interest on quantum computers.
We welcome readers to make use of this, which is freely
available on GitHub [52].
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FIG. 6. Potential energy curve for H2O, with changing OH bond length. Active (act) stretch result has the changing OH bond as the
active region and environment (env) stretch result has the fixed OH bond selected as the active region. These results use IBO localization
(95% threshold). For each data set the full problem is reduced from 14 to 12 qubits, with the number of active MOs being three or four in
all cases. The top plot reports the log10 error with respect to the exact FCI ground-state energy (EFCI) of the whole system, where |
E | =
|Eexpt − EFCI|. Here Eexpt is obtained from an FCI-in-DFT calculation. The bottom plot reports the number of terms in each Jordan-Wigner
encoded qubit Hamiltonian. The blue result gives the size of the full-system Hamiltonian, the orange and yellow results are for μ-shifted
embedded Hamiltonians, while the grey and black results are for the Huzinaga embedded Hamiltonians. Numerical details are provided in
Tables VII and VIII.
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APPENDIX A: LOCALIZATION

In this section, we describe how to generate a set of local-
ized molecular orbitals (LMOs) from the canonical molecular
orbitals (CMOs) of a global DFT calculation. This step is
required in order to define each subsystem according to a
certain metric discussed in further detail here.

We employ two methods to generate a set of localized
molecular orbitals: the intrinsic bond orbitals (IBOs) [45]
and subsystem projected AO decomposition (SPADE) [31].
Other methods can be used, such as Pipek-Mezey (PM) [47],
Foster-Boys (FB) [49], Edmiston-Ruedenberg (ER) [50], and
fourth-moment (FM) localization [51].
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FIG. 7. Potential energy curve for H2O, with changing OH bond length. Active (act) stretch result has the changing OH bond as the active
region and environment (env) stretch result has the fixed OH bond selected as the active region. Results use IBO localization (see raw data in the
Supplemental Material [84] for threshold values; lowest setting was 90%). For each data set the full problem is reduced from 14 to 12 qubits,
with the number of active MOs being four in all cases. The top plot reports the log10 error with respect to the exact FCI ground-state energy
(EFCI) of the whole system, where |
E | = |Eexpt − EFCI|. Here Eexpt is obtained from an FCI-in-DFT calculation. The bottom plot reports the
number of terms in each Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian. The blue result gives the size of the full-system Hamiltonian, the orange
and yellow results are for μ-shifted embedded Hamiltonians, while the grey and black results are for the Huzinaga embedded Hamiltonians.
Numerical details are provided in the Supplemental Material [84].

1. SPADE

SPADE is designed to localize electrons to the general
region of an active site and environment [33]. This avoids the
need for a threshold used to define the active and environ-
ment systems, as needed by the PM, FB, ER, FM, and IBO
approaches. The next section goes into more details about this.

We first restrict the C matrix to only the occupied molec-
ular orbitals {ψocc} ⊂ {ψ}. As our aim is to localize electrons
to one region, virtual orbitals need not be localized. The
remaining MOs are made mutually orthogonal by rotation
with the matrix defining the overlap of atomic orbitals,
S [33]:

C̄ = S0.5Cocc. (A1)

We wish to find the relative contribution of the active region
AOs to the occupied MOs, so we now restrict the matrix to
only contributions from AOs associated to atoms in the active
region C̄A. By making a singular value decomposition of this
matrix [33],

C̄A = PAC̄, (A2)

C̄A = UA�AV�
A, (A3)

we can determine a basis which localizes the electrons of the
active region. The column vectors of VA are identical to the
eigenvectors of C̄A†

occC̄A
occ [33]. A new set of orbitals is then

obtained through a rotation of the original MOs Cocc as

CSPADE
occ = C̄occVA, (A4)
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TABLE I. Full-system reference values for embedding calcula-
tions of small molecules, as shown in Figs. 2 and 5. εDFT gives the
difference between full-system Restricted Kohn-Sham DFT, using
the B3LYP functional, and CCSD(T). Q and |H | give respectively
the number of qubits and terms in the Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit
Hamiltonian of the full system. All energies reported in hartree.

Molecule εDFT Q |H |
N-methylmethanamine 0.573 44 338967
acetaldehyde 0.569 38 182702
acetonitrile 0.485 36 136075
ethanamine 0.573 44 329299
ethanol 0.609 42 283020
fluoroethane 0.637 40 217385
formamide 0.619 36 138231

where CSPADE
occ are the SPADE orbitals. The singular values {σ }

of �A allow appropriate partitioning of the orbital subspaces
into active and environment subsystems [33]. The largest dif-
ference between successive singular values gives the partition
of the SPADE MOs. Formally we write this as

mA
occ = max

i
{σi − σi+1}, (A5)

where mA
occ is the index i where the largest difference occurs.

The SPADE MOs (columns of CSPADE
occ ) up to this index are

the active MOs and the remaining orbitals (other columns of
CSPADE

occ ) are the environment orbitals.

2. Intrinsic bonding orbitals

IBOs are constructed as a linear combination of intrinsic
atomic orbitals (IAOs), where the number of atoms the orbital
charge is spread over is minimized.

We take the canonical molecular orbitals defined as

|ψi〉 =
K∑
j

C ji|φ j〉, (A6)

where |φ j〉 ∈ B1 are basis functions from a basis set B1. A
key problem with this form is that each MO |ψi〉 is hard
to interpret, as each AO’s basis functions |φ j〉 cannot be as-

TABLE II. Numerical values of the calculations shown in Fig. 5.
For each calculation the energy difference between CCSD(T)-in-
DFT embedding and full-system CCSD(T), ε, is given. The number
of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner en-
coded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. Results for IBO localization
are shown, with results for SPADE in Table III reference values using
the full system given in Table I. All energies reported in hartree.

Molecule εHuz εμ QHuz Qμ |HHuz
emb | |Hμ

emb|
N-methylmethanamine 0.526 0.526 22 22 20838 20838
acetaldehyde 0.211 0.213 28 28 54259 54011
acetonitrile 0.183 0.205 26 26 35588 34584
ethanamine 0.383 0.381 26 26 40340 40028
ethanol 0.384 0.384 24 24 29737 29737
fluoroethane 0.312 0.312 26 26 38164 38180
formamide 0.329 0.329 24 24 26769 26769

TABLE III. Numerical values of the calculations shown in Fig. 2.
For each calculation the energy difference between CCSD(T)-in-
DFT embedding and full-system CCSD(T), ε, is given. The number
of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner
encoded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. Results for SPADE local-
ization are shown, with results for IBO in Table II reference values
using the full system given in Table I. All energies reported in hartree.

Molecule εHuz εμ QHuz Qμ

∣∣HHuz
emb

∣∣ ∣∣Hμ

emb

∣∣
N-methylmethanamine 0.342 0.342 28 28 55143 55147
acetaldehyde 0.169 0.169 30 30 71218 71338
acetonitrile 0.169 0.169 28 28 50839 50847
ethanamine 0.341 0.341 28 28 54823 54823
ethanol 0.324 0.341 26 26 41060 41068
fluoroethane 0.170 0.170 32 32 89369 89373
formamide 0.233 0.249 26 26 37008 37520

sociated with a given atom [45]. Normally MOs are highly
delocalized and each |φ j〉 will contribute where it is needed
most. Thus, we would like to expand the MOs over another
minimal basis B2 of free-atom atomic orbitals for each atom,
which we write as {|φ̃〉} ∈ B2. This would make the wave
function easy to interpret, but would be inaccurate and even
incorrect, as free-atom AOs contain no polarization due to the
molecular environment. The IAO method aims to combine the
best properties of these.

First, a molecular SCF wave function |〉 (a single Slater
determinant) is calculated that defines a set of MOs |ψi〉. Then
a set of polarized atomic orbitals {|φ(IAO)〉} /∈ B2 is formed
that can express |〉s in the occupied MOs |ψi〉. To do this,
projectors onto the occupied and virtual MOs are defined:
P = ∑

i |ψi〉〈ψi| and Q = I − P, respectively [82]. The AO
projectors onto the bases B1 and B2 are also defined as [45]

P12 =
∑

|φ〉i,|φ〉 j∈B1

|φ〉iS−1
i j 〈φ| j, (A7a)

P21 =
∑

|φ〉k ,|φ〉l ∈B2

|φ〉kS−1
kl 〈φ|l . (A7b)

Here S−1
i j and S−1

kl are the inverse overlap matrices in the
bases B1 and B2. The set of depolarized MOs is then given by
[45,82]

{|ψ̃i〉} = {P12P21|ψi〉}. (A8)

These depolarized molecular orbitals are then used to define
the projectors: P̃ = ∑

i |ψ̃i〉〈ψ̃i| and Q̃ = I − P̃. The IAOs are

TABLE IV. Cartesian coordinates of atoms in H2O for the struc-
ture with an OH bond length of 0.4 Å defined from the first H and O
atoms in this table. The other structures (different OH bond lengths)
were generated from this file by changing the position of the first H
atom. Note the H-O-H angle remained fixed.

Atom x y z

H 0.3751747 0.0000000 0.1387225
O 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
H −0.7493682 0.0000000 0.2770822
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TABLE V. Numerical values of the calculations shown in Fig. 3 for the case when the changing OH bond is set as the active region and
SPADE localization has been used. For each calculation the absolute energy is reported (each Hamiltonian was diagonalized to give the exact
ground state). The number of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. All
energies reported in hartree.

OH length E glob
FCI E glob

DFT EHuz
FCI-in-DFT Eμ

FCI-in-DFT |Hfull|
∣∣HHuz

FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ ∣∣Hμ

FCI-in-DFT

∣∣Qglob
FCI QHuz

FCI-in-DFT Qμ

FCI-in-DFT No. active MOs

0.400000 −72.981056−73.259936−72.988008−72.988008 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.600000 −74.499220−74.773419−74.508545−74.508545 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.798954 −74.851089−75.122053−74.864001−74.864002 1086.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.000000 −74.900658−75.170068−74.918225−74.918226 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.200000 −74.867498−75.134418−74.890912−74.890913 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.500000 −74.807539−75.057383−74.840738−74.840739 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
2.000000 −74.776263−74.962535−74.816902−74.816903 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
3.000000 −74.771826−74.890579−74.820209−74.820210 2430.000000 1211 1175 14 12 12 4
4.000000 −74.771720−74.876127−74.820269−74.820269 2314.000000 1819 1079 14 12 12 4
5.000000 −74.771718−74.872360−74.820210−74.820210 3282.000000 1795 1795 14 12 12 4

finally given by

|φ(IAO)〉 = (PP̃ + QQ̃)P12|φ̃〉. (A9)

The IAO basis is then orthonormalized [45,82]. Overall, each
IAO is obtained by a simple set of matrix operations. The
utility of IAOs stems from the fact that they are directly asso-
ciated with atoms and can be used to define atomic properties
like partial charges and are basis-set independent, unlike the
Pipek-Mezey approach.

Often we want to know about molecular bonding rather
than atomic properties. Knizia showed that by combining
IAOs with a localization in the spirit of Pipek-Mezey, one can
obtain IBOs. As discussed in the main text, a Slater determi-
nant |〉 is invariant to unitary rotations |ψLMO

i 〉 = |ψi〉U; we
can thus define the IBOs by maximizing [45]

LIBO =
Natoms∑

A

Nocc∑
i

[nA(i)]4 (A10)

with respect to U. Here nA(i) is the number of electrons from
ψLMO

i located on the IAOs {|φ(IAO)〉} of atom A. Explicitly, we

write this as [45]

nA(i) = 2
∑

|φ(IAO)〉∈A

〈
ψLMO

i

∣∣φ(IAO)〉〈φ(IAO)
∣∣ψLMO

i

〉
. (A11)

This construction minimizes the number of atoms upon which
an orbital is centered [45].

In order to assign these localized molecular orbitals (CLMO)
to the active and environment subsystems we calculate the
percentage of the ith LMO over the active atoms as

pact
i (C) =

∑
ν∈act C2

iν∑K
ν=1 C2

iν

, (A12)

where ν ∈ act are the atomic orbital indices for the atoms
defined in the active region. The denominator includes all the
AOs of the ith MO. This is the approach given in Eq. (10) in
the work of Giovannini and Koch [83]. Any pact

i > 95% we
associate to the active subsystem.

Our code on GitHub uses this metric for the other local-
ization strategies supported by PySCF. The code generates a
localized C matrix, which can then be used in conjunction
with Eq. (A12).

TABLE VI. Numerical values of the calculations shown in Fig. 3 for the case when the fixed OH bond is set as the active region and SPADE
localization has been used. For each calculation the absolute energy is reported (each Hamiltonian was diagonalized to give the exact ground
state). The number of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. All energies
reported in hartree.

OH length Eglob
FCI Eglob

DFT EHuz
FCI-in-DFT Eμ

FCI-in-DFT |Hfull|
∣∣HHuz

FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ ∣∣Hμ
FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ Qglob
FCI QHuz

FCI-in-DFT Qμ
FCI-in-DFT No. active MOs

0.400000 −72.981056 −73.259936 −72.887821 −72.887827 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.600000 −74.499220 −74.773419 −74.473689 −74.473690 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.798954 −74.851089 −75.122053 −74.864001 −74.864002 1086.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.000000 −74.900658 −75.170068 −74.936101 −74.936101 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.200000 −74.867498 −75.134418 −74.914336 −74.914336 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.500000 −74.807539 −75.057383 −74.847327 −74.847327 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
2.000000 −74.776263 −74.962535 −74.755507 −74.755507 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
3.000000 −74.771826 −74.890579 −74.683921 −74.683921 2250.000000 1095 1119 14 12 12 4
4.000000 −74.771720 −74.874152 −74.667467 −74.667467 2170.000000 1159 1159 14 12 12 4
5.000000 −74.771718 −74.871551 −74.667841 −74.667841 3062.000000 1795 1803 14 12 12 4
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TABLE VII. Numerical values of the calculations when the changing OH bond is set as the active region and IBO localization (95%
threshold) has been used. For each calculation the absolute energy is reported (each Hamiltonian was diagonalized to give the exact ground
state). The number of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. All energies
reported in hartree.

OH length Eglob
FCI Eglob

DFT EHuz
FCI-in-DFT Eμ

FCI-in-DFT |Hfull|
∣∣HHuz

FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ ∣∣Hμ
FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ Qglob
FCI QHuz

FCI-in-DFT Qμ
FCI-in-DFT No. active MOs

0.400000 −72.981056 −73.259936 −72.935486 −72.923051 2110.000000 492 492 14 10 10 3
0.600000 −74.499220 −74.773419 −74.484545 −74.484550 2110.000000 492 492 14 10 10 3
0.798954 −74.851089 −75.122053 −74.852613 −74.852615 1086.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.000000 −74.900658 −75.170068 −74.899540 −74.899542 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.200000 −74.867498 −75.134418 −74.868096 −74.868099 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.500000 −74.807539 −75.057383 −74.819774 −74.819777 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
2.000000 −74.776263 −74.962535 −74.798954 −74.798956 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
3.000000 −74.771826 −74.890579 −74.804435 −74.804443 2430.000000 876 876 14 10 10 3
4.000000 −74.771720 −74.876127 −74.805034 −74.805037 2314.000000 1815 1815 14 12 12 4
5.000000 −74.771718 −74.872360 −74.804966 −74.804968 3282.000000 1759 1759 14 12 12 4

APPENDIX B: EMBEDDED SELF-CONSISTENT
FIELD METHODOLOGY

In this section we summarize how the embedded self-
consistent field calculations are performed for the μ-shift
and Huzinaga methods. We consider restricted Hartree-Fock
(RHF) calculations; extensions to the unrestricted case follow
straightforwardly.

1. μ-shift RHF

To perform the μ-shifted RHF calculation, only the core
Hamiltonian is modified [Eq. (16b) in the main text], by
adding Vemb + Penv

proj to it. The g(γ act + γ env) term is obtained
from the global DFT calculation. The g(γ act ) potential energy
matrix is calculated in the same way, except the density ma-
trix is set to be that of the active system only. The μ-shift
projector can then be defined using Eq. (17) in the main
text.

The standard RHF algorithm can then be run, where the
only difference is that the standard core Hamiltonian has been
modified to be hemb.

2. Huzinaga RHF

The Huzinaga RHF calculation is slightly more involved
than the μ-shifted method. At each self-consistent field loop,
when the new Fock matrix is defined, the Huzinaga projection
operator Penv

Huz must be built according to Eq. (20) in the main
text. We reiterate that this step uses the current Fock matrix
in the self-consistent field loop. The embedded Fock matrix is
then constructed according to Eq. (15) of the main text, where
the potential energy matrix Vproj

emb [Eq. (16a) in the main text] is
defined in the same manor as the μ-shift RHF method. Given
this embedded Fock matrix, Fact

embC = SCε can be solved via
standard SCF approaches. This generates a set of new MO
coefficients C that are used to construct the new Fock matrix.
This process is repeated until the energy converges as usual in
an SCF calculation.

APPENDIX C: ACTIVE ATOM SELECTION

As the number of active atoms is configurable with this
method, we demonstrate the effect of altering this parameter
using cyclopentane. Figure 4 shows the change in calculated

TABLE VIII. Numerical values of the calculations when the fixed OH bond is set as the active region and IBO localization (95% threshold)
has been used. For each calculation the absolute energy is reported (each Hamiltonian was diagonalized to give the exact ground state). The
number of qubits, Q, and number of terms in the output Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian |H | are given. All energies reported in
hartree.

OH length Eglob
FCI Eglob

DFT EHuz
FCI-in-DFT Eμ

FCI-in-DFT |Hfull|
∣∣HHuz

FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ ∣∣Hμ
FCI-in-DFT

∣∣ Qglob
FCI QHuz

FCI-in-DFT Qμ
FCI-in-DFT No. active MOs

0.400000 −72.981056 −73.259936 −73.002214 −73.002219 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.600000 −74.499220 −74.773419 −74.519672 −74.519674 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
0.798954 −74.851089 −75.122053 −74.852613 −74.852615 1086.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.000000 −74.900658 −75.170068 −74.927934 −74.927934 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.200000 −74.867498 −75.134418 −74.911230 −74.911230 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
1.500000 −74.807539 −75.057383 −74.847005 −74.847005 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
2.000000 −74.776263 −74.962535 −74.755516 −74.755516 2110.000000 1079 1079 14 12 12 4
3.000000 −74.771826 −74.890579 −74.683914 −74.683914 2250.000000 1095 1119 14 12 12 4
4.000000 −74.771720 −74.874152 −74.667459 −74.667459 2170.000000 1159 1159 14 12 12 4
5.000000 −74.771718 −74.871551 −74.664686 −74.664686 3062.000000 1795 1803 14 12 12 4
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ground-state energy, qubit count, and number of terms in the
Jordan-Wigner encoded qubit Hamiltonian. Note that the pa-
rameterless SPADE method may return a smaller active region
for an increased number of active atoms. As the partition
is made at the point of greatest change in singular value it
is not necessarily true that resource requirements increase
monotonically as they do for population-based methods such
as IBO.

APPENDIX D: MOLECULAR GROUND-STATE ENERGY

Our method provides flexibility to select a localization
method. In addition to the results displayed in Fig. 2, which
were calculated using the SPADE projection method, we
present results for the same molecules using the intrinsic
bonding orbitals localization method in Fig. 5. Numerical
values for these results are given in Table I for reference
values, and Tables II and III for our calculated results. Note
that the qubit numbers in Tables II and III differ due to dif-
fering numbers of active MOs. The 95% threshold to select
IBO LMOs can be lowered to include more in a given em-
bedded calculation, increasing the number of qubits in order
to match those of SPADE. An example of this is given in
Appendix E.

APPENDIX E: STRONG CORRELATION

We provide the numerical details of our strongly corre-
lated H2O study in this section, where SPADE localization

has been used. These results form Fig. 3 in the main
text. We also include results for IBO localization. The raw
data for all these results are provided in the Supplemental
Material [84].

For the H2O projection-based embedding calculations, at
different molecular geometries, we considered two different
active regions. One had the atoms in the fixed OH bond set
active and the other had the atoms in the changing OH bond
set active. The structure for H2O with an OH bond length
of 0.4 Å is given in Table IV. The other geometries can be
generated from this structure. Tables V and VI summarize
the numerical results for the different active systems where
SPADE localization has been used. Tables VII and VIII give
the numerical results for the different active systems when
IBO localization was used and Fig. 6 provides a graphical
summary of these results.

For the FCI-in-DFT results given in Fig. 6, we note that the
error in the embedded calculation is actually higher than the
global DFT calculation at an OH bond length of 4.0 Å. There
is also a significant difference in the number of qubits and
Hamiltonian terms at OH bond lengths of 0.4, 0.6, and 4.0
Å. The variation, compared with the SPADE results (Fig. 3
in the main text), is mainly due to the localization method
giving different numbers of active MOs. We repeated the IBO
calculation using a different active region threshold (minimum
setting of 90%) and obtained similar results, as the number
of active MOs then matched that of the SPADE calculation.
Figure 7 summarizes this result.
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